We study a modification of electromagnetism which violates Lorentz invariance at large distances. In this theory, electromagnetic waves are massive, but the static force between charged particles is Coulomb not Yukawa. At very short distances the theory looks just like QED. But for distances larger than 1/m the massive dispersion relation of the waves can be appreciated, and the Coulomb force can be used to communicate faster than the speed of light. In fact, electrical signals are transmitted instantly, but take a time ∼ 1/m to build up to full strength. After that, undamped oscillations of the electric field are set in and continue until they are dispersed by the arrival of the Lorentz-obeying part of the transmission. We study experimental constraints on such a theory and find that the Compton wavelength of the photon may be as small as 6000 km. This bound is weaker than for a Lorentz-invariant mass, essentially because in our case the Coulomb constraint is removed.
Quantum Electrodynamics and Lorentz invariance are firmly established to astounding accuracy. But most of the evidence for both of these ideas comes from short distance tests. These tests are justified, because we expect new ideas to become relevant at short distances, but there are plenty of signs that something strange may happen at large distances too (for example, dark energy), where the constraints are much weaker. In fact, even drastic modifications of the standard model may not be ruled out. To explore this possibility, we consider a scenario in which the photon has a Lorentz-violating mass m. We find a number of counterintuitive results. The photon mass does not slow the field down, but speeds it up. In fact, the electric field can now transmit signals instantly, although it takes a fixed time ∼ 1/m for the signal to mature. We also find that the bound on the photon mass is actually weaker than for the Lorentz invariant case.
The simplest infrared Lorentz-violating modification of an Abelian gauge theory is the addition of rotationally invariant mass terms. (During the preparation of this work, we learned about an independent work [11] , which introduces a similar system.) The most general possibility is
For m 0 = m this is the Lorentz-invariant Proca theory [1] . The equations of motion imply the generalized Proca constraint m 2 0 ∂ t A 0 = m 2 ∂ i A i and for the static case let us immediately solve for the scalar potential
Thus, for m 0 = 0 the static electrical force is Yukawa. That is, except for the special case m = 0, when the theory degenerates to the massless one [2] . The main subject of this paper is a different special case, m 0 = 0, for which the Lagrangian reads
Using current conservation, ∂ µ J µ = 0, the equations of motion can be reduced to
These seem to imply that electromagnetic waves are transverse but massive, while the force between charges is Coulomb and instantaneous. However, for m = 0 these equations are precisely those of massless electrodynamics in the Coulomb gauge, where we know the Coulomb force is not instantaneous, but causality is obscure.
To clarify the situation, it is helpful to work directly with the field strengths, which are the only degrees of freedom that couple to matter. From (4) follow the wave equations for the electric and magnetic fields:
where B = − ∇ × A and
To see the Coulomb force, take a static situation where ∂ t = 0. Then = −△ and the equation of motion for the electric field is the same as in the static massless case:
This implies that there is a long distance Coulomb force in our theory, but tells us nothing about its dynamics.
To understand the dynamics, it is helpful to separate the electric field into two parts:
Now we see that E proca i and B are identical to the electric and magnetic fields in the Proca theory: transverse electromagnetic waves are massive, and the potential they induce between charges has Yukawa's form r . Then the solution to (9) , in the static case, is
The Yukawa part of this potential precisely cancels the Yukawa force mediated by E proca i , leaving the Coulomb force which confirms the calculation directly from (6) . So the cartoon we have is of regular massive electric and magnetic fields enhanced by another electric field induced by a spurious plasma which has a charge distribution ρ eff = q m 2 r around each source. Now suppose we wiggle the source, how long does it take for the Coulomb field at a distance r to be affected? We shall now show that the system exhibits the following behavior. First, for a localized source the response is "slowly-instantaneous". That is, the electric field at arbitrarily large distances r ≫ m −1 starts responding immediately to the time variation of a source at r = 0, but the amplitude of the response takes time t ∼ m to build up to full strength. Second, the time duration of the response can be arbitrarily longer than the timedependence of the source.
To demonstrate these effects, it is enough to consider the contribution to the electric field from Φ, which mediates all the Lorentz violation. We suppose the source J 0 is localized and moves for only a finite time interval: ∂ t J 0 = 0 only for 0 t ∆t. In such a case, a good order parameter for analyzing the retardation properties of the system is the time derivativeĖ (9) , by performing a Fourier transformation in the spatial directions but keeping time-dependence explicit, we arrive at
where p = | p|. For each momentum mode, this is the equation of a harmonic oscillator subjected to an external force of the duration ∆t. The oscillator will start responding immediately to the force, but it takes a time ∼ m −1 for the response to develop. After the external force is switched off, the oscillator generically will be left excited and will continue to oscillate.
It is instructive to demonstrate the above effects by solving an explicit example of a physical situation. Suppose we have two opposite charges at the origin, and separate them into a dipole of strength µ in the z direction at time t = 0. (As far asĖ is concerned, this is the same moving a charge q a distance ∆L = µ/q.) The current is
Instead of solving for Φ exactly, we will pull of the important part of the solution
which leaves
The point of this is that now the source for Φ b is localized, at r = 0, and so Φ b will vanish outside the light cone: Φ b = 0 for t > r. Thus the Lorentz-violating effects are contained entirely Φ a , for which we know the complete solution. So we get for the order parameterĖ j
This is an exact result. The electric field outside the light-cone is that of a dipole in massless electrodynamics, but is modulated by undamped oscillations of frequency ω = m. After time t = r, when the Lorentz-invariant signal arrives, we do not have a simple closed form expression for the electric field. But it is not hard to show that the oscillations will become damped, matching smoothly onto the static solution for t ≫ r. An exact expression forΦ can be derived by integrating the retarded Green's function for a massive scalar against the non-local source in (14). We reserve for the reader the pleasure of demonstrating that in this casė
The Bessel function J 1 (mt) dies as (mt) −1/2 for large t. Similar large time behavior holds for the contribution tȯ E from the Proca field in (7) and we conclude that all the oscillations eventually die off.
Returning to (18), we can observe all the essential properties of the slowly-instantaneous signal propagation in our system: at arbitrarily large distances, r ≫ m −1 , the full response sets in only after the time m −1 ; and the oscillations continue for arbitrarily long times, until the point r enters the light cone of the source.
The appearance of the oscillating electric field is not so unexpected. Because the space-like photons are massive bosons the homogeneous equation for the electric field (6) has free massive wave solutions with arbitrary momenta, and in particular an oscillating solution
These oscillations are not any different from the coherent oscillations of any other massive boson field, and describe a state with non-zero occupation number of zero momentum photons.
With this understanding we can proceed to study constraints on the model, to see what the experimental bound is on m. First, observe that the mass term m 2 A 2 j contributes to the Hamiltonian, and will generically lead to extremely strong constraints, from limits on the known energy density of the universe. For example, the contribution from the vector potential of the galactic magnetic field would force m < 10 −27 eV. However, it has been shown [4] that in the Lorentz-invariant Proca case, this constraint is removed completely if the photon mass is spontaneously generated, due to the creation of vortices, like in a type II superconductor. We will now review this argument and show that it holds for a Lorentz-violating mass as well.
The mass in (3) can be generated spontaneously from a Lorentz-violating but gauge invariant Lagrangian
where D i H = ∂ i H + q H iA i H and V is some potential for Higgs field H. If the vacuum has H = v, we are returned to (3) at low energy, with m ∼ q H v. Note that the charge of the Higgs, its mass, and the mass of the photon are all free parameters. Equivalently, we can rewrite the mass term as
where H is now the modulus field, and θ its Goldstone phase. By separating out θ as an independent field, we see that it is free to assume a configuration which tries to cancel the contribution to the Proca energy from A j . Suppose there is a uniform magnetic field B z , then we can take A φ = B z r, where (r, φ, z) are cylindrical coordinates. It follows that a minimum energy configuration would have the Higgs winding around the z axis with 1/r∂ φ θ = q H B z r. Of course, θ and φ are periodic, so we can only have vortex configurations, such as θ = cφ where c ≈ q H B z r 2 is an integer. These vortices will form and distribute, resulting in a total vortex flux n/q H , which should be close to ∼ B z r 2 for a region of size r. In particular, if there are very many vortices in the region with r < 1/m, that is if n = q H B/m 2 ≫ 1, then effect of the mass on the magnetic field will be completely screened.
The vortex configurations are only possible if H has isolated zeros at the vortex cores, which is why this argument fails without the modulus scalar. The only difference between this case and one discussed in [4] is the absence of a time derivative for H in the Lagrangian. But since the diffusion of the Proca energy and the screening of the magnetic field is from static vortices, the argument goes through unchanged. So we conclude that also in this case the constraint from the Proca energy of the universe can be ignored. Moreover, all constraints derived from the decay of planetary or galactic magnetic fields, become irrelevant if the vortices can proliferate. For example, on the earth B ∼ 10 −2 eV 2 , and r ∼ 10 13 eV −1 . For a photon mass of 10 −13 eV , we find n = q H B/m 2 = 10 24 q H and q H B z r/m H ∼ 10 11 eV q H /m H . We can easily arrange for both of these numbers to be huge because q H and m H are free parameters. Note that including the Higgs does not to take us out of the Proca phase, except in tiny regions near the vortex cores; waves are still massive and the slowly instantaneous behavior of electricity persists.
The next strongest constraints on the Proca theory come from precision tests of Coulomb's law. One tries to fit the electric force to a form r −2+δ and by bounding δ, one bounds m. In the Proca case, this gives m < 5 × 10 −15 eV [3] . However, in our case, Coulomb's law is unchanged, and so these bounds simply do not apply. In fact, the only experimental constraints which will apply are dynamical ones, involving electromagnetic waves. For example, there is a constraint on the Proca theory coming from the time delay dispersal in the arrival of light from distant optical pulses [3] . This puts a limit m 2 × 10 −13 eV ∼ (6000km) −1 ∼ (20ms) −1 . It is worth briefly considering how the Lorentz violation in (3) or (21) 
We can think of a B µ as a spurion with the fixed value B µ = (1, 0, 0, 0). Or B µ can be related to some cosmological vector which happens to have a time-like vacuum expectation value. For example, if we write B µ = ∂ µ φ then the term becomes
Then if φ is some background scalar field with expectation value φ ∼ t we are brought back to (21). Such a situation can be achieved, for example, from ghost condensation [7] in which derivatives of φ are given a potential with non-zero minimum. But we may also think of φ as being related to other background fields, such as the scale factor of the universe a(t). We should also mention that although the form of (23) looks unnatural, it is in fact protected by the symmetry H → exp(if (φ))H, for an arbitrary function f . In the vacuum, this symmetry and gauge invariance are almost completely broken, leaving only A µ → A µ + ∂ µ f (t), which is the residual symmetry keeping m 0 = 0 in (3). Next, we can consider making this type of Lorentzviolating modification to a gauge theory with selfinteractions. If we drop the Higgs, then for a non-Abelian theory, the biggest change is the appearance of a scale where perturbation theory breaks down, Λ ∼ 4πm/g. This is the same scale as for a Lorentz-invariant theory, and can be traced to the scattering of longitudinal modes. In our case there are no propagating longitudinal modes, but there are additional degrees of freedom Φ a which are the physical cause of the superluminal effects, and we must take their interactions seriously. For QCD, there is no legitimate constraint from low energy, where it is non-perturbative, but asymptotic freedom up to ∼ 100 GeV forces the gluon to be very heavy, which is ruled out, for example, by the observation of jets. The strong coupling could be moderated by a Higgs, but this new Higgs would have to be colored and it is unlikely that such a colored particle could have avoided characterization until now. For the weak interactions, the gauge bosons are already massive. If we changed the mass term to the Lorentz-violating form, tree level results would be unchanged, because the longitudinal mode does not couple to matter, but 1-loop corrections would contradict electroweak precision data. Moreover, the weak force would be Coulomb, not Yukawa -it would not be weak! So we conclude that the non-Abelian gauge theories in the standard model cannot accommodate Lorentz-violating masses. But there is no inconsistency in the non-Abelian generalization, and Lorentz-violating extensions of the standard model may be worthwhile to explore.
For gravity, the most general Lagrangian with Lorentzviolating mass terms for the graviton is [8] [5] (see also [6] ). Some other mass tunings have been discussed in [7, 8, 9] . In particular [10] (see also [11] ) describes a model with many similarities to our electrodynamical system -there are massive transverse gravitational waves, and a seemingly instantaneous Newton's law. We will not go into the details of the construction here, but merely comment that in this model it seems the physical analysis we have done for the photon should apply: the gravitational potential will be slowly-instantaneous, producing oscillations outside the light-cone with a characteristic frequency m. However, in massive gravity, one cannot avoid strong coupling, because a Higgs mechanism is not known. Moreover, without an explicit construction of gravitational vortices, it may not be possible to avoid an analog the Proca energy constraint for a background gravitational field.
As a final word, it is perhaps worth briefly mentioning the sensitivity of our classical model to quantum corrections. Naturally, standard model loops will contribute to additional relevant Lorentz-violating operators. But coefficients of these terms are at most around m 2 /m
